
WRITE A SHORT STORY OUTLINE

Thankfully, the outlining process for a short story is much easier than a full novel, but I do still advise creating one.

With that in mind, take some time to discuss what your storyâ€”not your characterâ€”is all about, like so: My
story is about work environments and how they appear to have improved, but actually haven't. This can be by
just talking about what you want to happen in your short story or to actually discuss the narrative from start to
finish. Showing versus telling readers need you to show more! They can also be very abstract. Granted,
because short stories do not have a distinct or common structure we find in them, it is often difficult to pin
down a particular flow or outline for the work! Because of this, if you're struggling with short fiction, it
becomes difficult to look to classic structure for guidanceâ€”even if you're writing a more structureless piece.
Nothing wrong with a sprawling story locale, but extraneous settings should be eliminated just as assiduously
as unnecessary characters. Your character is an orphaned 7-year-old who hears voices. Just as the aliens reach
her grandchildren, the grandmother grabs the vacuum cleaner, turns it on, and jabs them. Create a Critical
Turning Point Now the helpful hints finally click together for the hero. If even one word seems extraneous, it
has to go. You may choose to create your abbreviated outline in a Word document, write out your scenes on
index cards, or use a software program such as the free Scrivener alternative yWriter. On the third night they
bring in hummingbirds, and they still get eaten. Click Here to Save Your Spot 2 â€” Download some writing
prompts Not everyone can come up with a story idea off the top of their head. Step 9. You can even just write
"main character. Step 3. Let me know how it goes! In a mystery, your main character might witness a crime,
and then be accused of it. Weak verbs replace them with our list of strong verbs found right here! For
example: My main character is all about examining workplace habits and Americans desire to overwork
themselves. The child devises a way to attract pollinating bats to their garden. Plot Point 3: The character
responds to the change. Comment down below! For each plot point in your outline, you'll want to break down
all the scenes in the work. Define your story's theme. It might be clue, a tool, or a piece of advice that will help
your character. After you've created or discovered your short story idea, only then you can then begin
outlining your story. The other problems could also be redefined at this stage. Cite this Article A tool to create
a citation to reference this article Cite this Article. Even if you have no idea how these scenes will play out in
the story, go ahead and add them to the list. Despite it's brevity, a short story is much looser in its structure and
up for a lot of interpretation. Sketching out your plot and characters in your first draft can take months of trial
and error. For example, your character's problem might be that she wants to go to Nashville and pursue a
country music career, but no one will support her ambitions. Put your characters in motion to steer them
towards that ending. What else? Many times, this means circling back to an idea or element presented in the
beginning. Tell your reader just enough to make her care about your main character, then get to the the
problem, the quest, the challenge, the dangerâ€”whatever it is that drives your story.


